Introduction
Systematic studies on the development of numerical weather prediction models in India were taken up nearly a decade back. Shukla and Saha (1970) used a nondivergent barotropic model with the wind at 500 mb as input to predict the movement of a tropical cyclone in the Bay of Bengal. The explicit version (Singh and Saha 1976) of the primitive equation barotropic model_were applied for the prediction of monsoon depressions and tropical .... ~,lones in me Indian region and was applied extensively to study the impact ot a~aU,LLo,ai data collected during MONEX-79, on the barotropic prediction of monsoon depressigils by Sikka et al (1980 Sikka et al ( , 1981 .
In the present study, a semi-implicit scheme of integration to a primitive equation barotropic model has been applied to predict monsoon depressions. This scheme is similar to those by Kwizak and Robert (1971) , McPherson (1971) and Halberstam (1974) in the integration of finite difference primitive equation barotropic model and the terms relevant to meteorological waves were approximated explicitly and gravitational oscillations evaluated implicitly. Thus, the restriction in time step may depend on the velocity of meteorological waves and horizontal grid resolutions, and a large time step (say 30-40 min) could be used for a grid length of 100-200 km, whereas in the explicit versions a maximum time step of 10 min could be used for the same grid length. The semi-implicit scheme of integration is now being used with increasing acceptance to integrate multilevel primitive equation models (Burridge 1975 : Gauntlett et al 1978 McGregor et al 1978) due to considerable saving of computational time. In the study of simulation of monsoon circulation and prediction of movement of a monsoon depression, Das and Bedi ( 1978a, b; 1979) have applied a semi-implicit scheme of integration in a multilevel primitive equation model. The purpose of the present experiment is to extend this scheme to the multilevel primitive equation model currently being developed by our group. 105
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The results obtained from the semi-implicit (Scheme !) barotropic version will be compared with those obtained from the explicit version developed earlier (Singh and Saha 1976) which is hereafter referred to as Scheme II. The semi-implicit version will be described briefly in w 3.
Data
For both the versions of the model, five typical synoptic situations (4, 5 and 6 August 1968 and 5 and 6 July 1979) dominated by monsoon depression have been selected. The free surface is assumed at 700 mb and as such the mean height of free surface is taken 2000 gpm. The stream-line isotach for all synoptic situations at 700 mb has been analysed manually and the wind speed and direction were picked up at 2 degree latitude-longitude intersections. A time-step of 30 min for the first version and 5 min for the second has been chosen.
Method of computations

I Model equations
The prediction equation in Cartesian coordinate system on mercator projection are:
0--/--~T -~T 0y (3) where u and v are the component of the horizontal velocity vector (u-along the xcoordinate pointing eastward and v-along they-coordinate pointing northward), h the height of free surface (h = 0 is the mean Sea level), t the time, g the acceleration due to gravity, m the map factor (secant of latitudes) and f the Coriolis parameter.
Semi-implicit scheme
Equations (I) to (3) can be written using Leapfrog time differencing, and averaging in time the approximate linear terms:
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